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*Includes pictures*Includes excerpts of contemporary medieval sources*Includes a bibliography

for further reading*Includes a table of contentsFor nearly a thousand years following its

foundation, there was only one Christian Church. Centered in the city of Rome, the Church
expanded and grew until it became the dominant religion in Europe and beyond. The early
growth of the Church had been suppressed by the Romans until the Emperor Constantine

became the first to convert the empire to Christianity, and from that point forward, the growth of
the Church Was inextricably linked with the Roman Empire, the most powerful military,

economic, and political force in the ancient world.For almost 600 years, from the defeat of

Carthage in the Second Punic War in 201 BCE to around 395 CE, Rome was one of the most

important cities in the world, but things were beginning to change around the time Constantine
converted the empire. Rome controlled large areas of the world, but by the 4th century the

emphasis had shifted from military conquest to the control of lucrative trade routes. The problem

was that the city of Rome, isolated in the southern half of the Italian peninsula, was far from
these routes, and this compelled Constantine to establish a major Roman city on the site of
ancient Byzantium. The new city, Constantinople, was located on a strategic site controlling the

narrow straits between the Black Sea and the Aegean, meaning it was firmly astride some of the
most important trade routes in the ancient world between Europe and Asia and between the

Mediterranean and the Black Sea.Constantinople became the second most important city of the
Roman Empire, thriving in parallel with Rome, but then the empire split into Eastern and Western

provinces, with Constantinople the capital of the east and Rome the capital of the west. Control

of trade routes made Constantinople increase in power and influence while Rome became less
important.However, not all power and influence shifted east, because one important institution
remained firmly linked with the city of Rome: the Bishops of the Church. Under the rule of
previous emperors, Christian Bishops had not only been formally recognized, but had been

given power within the Roman state. The most important of all was "I Sommi Pontefici Romani”

the supreme pontiff of Rome. The earliest holders of this title were martyrs and saints of the
Church, but by the time of the rise of Constantinople, this role was elected by the other Bishops

of the Church. This role would later become known as the Pope (from the Greek word “pappas”

meaning “father”), but even before that title was adopted, the Supreme Pontiff in Rome was
widely recognized as the leader of the Church. In historical terms, these early leaders of the

Church are often referred to as “popes” even though that title was not formally adopted until after
the division the Church.Rome’s preeminence was not a situation that was welcomed in
Constantinople, now the center of the Byzantine Empire and a thriving and wealthy metropolis.

After being sacked by outsiders, Rome had become a virtual ghost town, partially ruined and

inhabited by a small number of hardy survivors, yet in center of the crumbling city was the
Vatican Borgo, the Palace of the Supreme Pontiff and the heart of the Church. In retrospect, it is
easy to see that this was a situation that was bound to lead to conflict and disagreement, with

the Greek-speaking Eastern Orthodox Church centered in Constantinople and being governed

by Latin-speaking popes in a faraway city. Moreover, there had already been theological

disputes as far back as Constantine’s time, which had led to the famous Council of Nicaea in the

4th century CE.This book chronicles the events that led to the schism, the key figures that
played a hand in the confusion, and how the contentious issues were finally resolved.
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week.IntroductionA mosaic of Jesus in the Hagia Sophia“My dearest brother, we do not deny to

the Roman Church the primacy amongst the five sister Patriarchates; and we recognize her right
to the most honorable seat at an Ecumenical Council. But she has separated herself from us by

her own deeds, when through pride she assumed a monarchy which does not belong to her
office... How shall we accept decrees from her that have been issued without consulting us and

even without our knowledge? If the Roman Pontiff, seated on the lofty throne of his glory, wishes

to thunder at us and, so to speak, hurl his mandates at us from on high, and if he wishes to
judge us and even to rule us and our Churches, not by taking counsel with us but at his own

arbitrary pleasure, what kind of brotherhood, or even what kind of parenthood can this be? We
should be the slaves, not the sons, of such a Church, and the Roman See would not be the
pious mother of sons but a hard and imperious mistress of slaves.” Nicetas, Archbishop of

Nicomedia in the 12th centuryFor nearly a thousand years following its foundation, there was

only one Christian Church. Centered in the city of Rome, the Church expanded and grew until it
became the dominant religion in Europe and beyond. The early growth of the Church had been
suppressed by the Romans until the Emperor Constantine became the first to convert the

empire to Christianity, and from that point forward, the growth of the Church Was inextricably
linked with the Roman Empire, the most powerful military, economic, and political force in the

ancient world.For almost 600 years, from the defeat of Carthage in the Second Punic War in 201

BCE to around 395 CE, Rome was one of the most important cities in the world, but things were
beginning to change around the time Constantine converted the empire. Rome controlled large

areas of the world, but by the 4th century the emphasis had shifted from military conquest to the

control of lucrative trade routes. The problem was that the city of Rome, isolated in the southern
half of the Italian peninsula, was far from these routes, and this compelled Constantine to

establish a major Roman city on the site of ancient Byzantium. The new city, Constantinople,
was located on a strategic site controlling the narrow straits between the Black Sea and the

Aegean, meaning it was firmly astride some of the most important trade routes in the ancient
world between Europe and Asia and between the Mediterranean and the Black

Sea.Constantinople became the second most important city of the Roman Empire, thriving in
parallel with Rome, but then the empire split into Eastern and Western provinces, with

Constantinople the capital of the east and Rome the capital of the west. Control of trade routes

made Constantinople increase in power and influence while Rome became less important.In

476, the process was completed when Rome was attacked and sacked by invading Goths, while

Constantinople survived the foreign invasions, mainly by paying large bribes to keep the Goths
and Huns at bay. Power shifted entirely to Constantinople, and the Latin-speaking Roman

Empire evolved into the Greek-speaking Byzantine Empire. Rome, once the most important city

in the world, was all but abandoned.However, not all power and influence shifted east, because
one important institution remained firmly linked with the city of Rome: the Bishops of the Church.
Under the rule of previous emperors, Christian Bishops had not only been formally recognized,

but had been given power within the Roman state. The most important of all was "I Sommi

Pontefici Romani” the supreme pontiff of Rome. The earliest holders of this title were martyrs
and saints of the Church, but by the time of the rise of Constantinople, this role was elected by

the other Bishops of the Church. This role would later become known as the Pope (from the
Greek word “pappas” meaning “father”), but even before that title was adopted, the Supreme

Pontiff in Rome was widely recognized as the leader of the Church. In historical terms, these
early leaders of the Church are often referred to as “popes” even though that title was not

formally adopted until after the division the Church.Rome’s preeminence was not a situation that

was welcomed in Constantinople, now the center of the Byzantine Empire and a thriving and

wealthy metropolis. After being sacked by outsiders, Rome had become a virtual ghost town,

partially ruined and inhabited by a small number of hardy survivors, yet in center of the
crumbling city was the Vatican Borgo, the Palace of the Supreme Pontiff and the heart of the
Church. In retrospect, it is easy to see that this was a situation that was bound to lead to conflict
and disagreement, with the Greek-speaking Eastern Orthodox Church centered in

Constantinople and being governed by Latin-speaking popes in a faraway city. Moreover, there
had already been theological disputes as far back as Constantine’s time, which had led to the

famous Council of Nicaea in the 4th century CE.This situation would lead to growing theological

and temporal differences between the two branches of the Church until this finally exploded into
a complete breakdown of relations and the splitting of the once unified Christian Church into two

different and separate churches. This is the story of that split, the Great Schism of 1054.The

Great Schism: The History and Legacy of the Split Between the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox
Churches in 1054 chronicles the events that led to the schism, the key figures that played a hand

in the confusion, and how the contentious issues were finally resolved. Along with pictures
depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about the Great Schism like never

before.The Great Schism: The History and Legacy of the Split Between the Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox Churches in 1054About Charles River EditorsIntroductionThe Expansion of the
Church across the Roman EmpireTheological and Cultural DifferencesThe Photian SchismThe

Great SchismThe End of the Schism?Online ResourcesBibliographyFree Books by Charles

River EditorsDiscounted Books by Charles River EditorsThe Expansion of the Church across

the Roman EmpireThe growth of Christianity is irrevocably linked with the legacy of the Roman
Empire, in particular the reign of Emperor Constantine the Great. Not much is known about the

early years of Constantine’s life, or his upbringing. As the son of a family who at least on his
father’s side possessed a significant degree of wealth and social standing, he was presumably

educated in the traditional fashion of the Roman aristocracy, with tutors lecturing him in history,

philosophy and the sciences. He was likely also taught music, riding, and the arts of war:
combat, strategy and tactics.An ancient bust of Constantine now housed at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York CityIn 284 CE, when Constantine would have been around 12 years
old, the Emperor Diocletian made Constantius governor of Dalmatia, a signal honor which

meant a vast increase in the family’s wealth and influence. The following year, Diocletian made
the momentous decision to appoint the prominent general Maximian as his co-emperor,

effectively starting the great schism which would eventually see the two halves of the empire
become two completely separate entities. Diocletian took the East and established himself in
Nicomedia (modern Turkey) as his new capital, while Maximian ruled the West from Mediolanum

(Milan). Although the separation was made for purely practical administrative reasons and the

Empire was continuously described as indivisible, the seeds of separation had been sown.
Constantius, however, was one of the men who benefitted most from Diocletian’s decision due
to being an intimate associate of Maximian. Three years after the split, he was raised to the
newly created post of praetorian prefect, a sort of subordinate emperor who could act with
Maximian’s authority.Bust of DiocletianBust of MaximianConstantius prospered under the new

regime by assuming control of the rich province of Gaul, and to strengthen his ties with
Maximian he cast Helena aside and married Maximian’s stepdaughter Theodora. Constantine,

who was deeply attached to his mother, was in all likelihood furious, but there was nothing he
could do; the political advantages of a marriage to Theodora were undeniable. In 293 CE,
Constantius packed both Helena and Constantine and sent them off to Diocletian’s court in

Nicomedia, possibly so he could enjoy his newly wedded bliss but also for another, more
pragmatic reason. Diocletian had divided the empire still further, splitting the two parts into two

further units and granting two Caesars, newly created “sub-emperors,” absolute power over the
two units respectively, though they would still be subordinated to Diocletian and Maximian.

These two Caesars were Constantius and Galerius, a man who had an unsavory reputation for
being a brute. Thus, Constantine would be a hostage for his father’s good behavior at

Diocletian’s court.Bust of GaleriusIn the wake of a prophecy from the vastly influential oracle at
Delphi, Diocletian began what became known as the “Great Persecution” of the Christians. The

Christians, whose worship excluded the divinity of other gods (unlike the polytheist pagans, who
might consider other gods inferior but never denied their very existence), made a convenient

scapegoat, and their church in Nicomedia was torn down. At the same time, known Christians
were deprived of their public offices, and Christian clerics were arrested. Constantine later
professed deep disgust at Diocletian’s actions and attempted to distance himself from them, but

he seems to have been ambivalent to them at the time. He was a prominent figure at court, and

although he was in many ways a hostage and thus could not challenge Diocletian, he was
obviously in the Emperor’s good graces at the time since he secured a promotion to tribunus

ordini primi (tribune of the first order) in 305.The same year Constantine obtained his promotion,
Diocletian fell ill, and he decided to step down as Emperor rather than be driven to his deathbed

by the cares of the state. However, rather than favor Constantine and Maximian’s son Maxentius

in the succession, as everybody expected, Diocletian was manipulated by Galerius into
choosing Constantius and himself as the two new Emperors. An able but uninspiring general

named Severus was chosen as Caesar of the West, while Maximinus, the son of Galerius’s halfsister,

was

chosen

as

Galerius’s

Caesar.

Constantine

and

Maxentius

were

snubbed.MaxentiusConstantine soon realized that staying at court was not only likely to get him
passed over for further promotion but might also cost him his life. Galerius heaped ever more

dangerous and demanding tasks upon him, including combat with wild beasts and detached

reconnaissance behind enemy lines, clearly aimed at getting him killed and disposing of a rival.
In the end, Constantine decided he would be safest with his father, so he requested permission

to join him. He connived to get Galerius obscenely drunk while he considered the proposal, and

once he secured his acquiescence he fled the city with only a small escort, half-killing a string of
horses in the process, to put as much distance between himself and Galerius before the latter
sobered up sufficiently to regret his decision. He joined his father at his armed camp in Bononia

(Boulogne) shortly afterwards.From Bononia, Constantius and Constantine sailed to Britannia
and marched northwards to Eboracum (York), which held the largest garrison in Northern Britain.
At the head of the Eboracum troops, Constantius and Constantine campaigned jointly north of
Hadrian’s Wall against the Picts but met with little success as the Picts fell back northwards,

using unconventional guerrilla warfare tactics and refusing to be drawn into pitched battle.
Eventually the army marched back to Eboracum without having achieved much, other than to
worsen an illness that had afflicted Constantius for years. He died at Eboracum in the summer of

306, after having asserted his support for Constantine’s claim to take the title of Augustus in his

stead and become Galerius’s co-Emperor. Chrocus, King of the Alamanni and commander of
Constantius’s auxiliaries, confirmed Constantius’s appointment, as did the legions that had
owed fealty to Constantius. Constantine sent a message proclaiming his new status to Galerius,

who fell into a rage and denied any such appointment, instead proclaiming Severus as Augustus

and declaring that Constantine would have to make do with the rank of Caesar. In order to avoid
civil war, Constantine had to grudgingly accept.Despite the support of the legions of Gaul,
Britain and Iberia, Constantine knew his new position was far from secure, so he quickly set
about repairing the infrastructure of his new domains, expanding military bases and supply
depots and resurfacing the crucial roads between them to guarantee rapid troop movement. He

then returned to Augusta Treverorum, the western Caesar’s capital (in modern Trier, France), just
in time to repel an invasion of the Franks under their kings Meirogasus and Ascaric.
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DD Gott - Donadees Corner, “History at it's finest.. History at it's finest.I love history and Charles
River Editors make it so easy to keep you informed! As I have aged I find that I have forgotten
many things and this is a quick way to refresh my knowledge. The world is so big and so much

has happened in it, no education no matter how good could cover all of it! Thank you, guys!
Quick and easy learning for every age. History at it's finest.”

that guy, “Well written overview. This is a brief read. However, the volume does a good job at
providing relevant background to appreciate how the schism came about. The basic differences

between the Roman catholic and eastern orthodox branches of Christianity, and their relations to
the imperial powers, are presented and discussed vis-a-vis the main focus. This book(let) would

be a great resource for a high school level paper/presentation on the topic, but will leave a more
experienced reader slightly wanting.”

Dennis Dow, “Excellent so far. The author is providing a balanced view of the conflicts between
East and West. I wish there were more but that was my error in expectations.”

John Hartle, “A bit of weird religious history. The Schism is interesting to me. Book gives a lot of
background leading up to 1052. Is it all a misunderstanding or a translation problem from Greek
to Latin? Anyway the book gives you information on the Church(es), I found very interesting.”

Luis Lopez, “Good introduction. It came fast and it’s a good introduction to the Great Schism
between the Catholic and Orthodox Church.”

JJares, “A Good Overview of What Led to the Schism of 1954. This book takes the long way
around explaining the Schism; meaning that Charles Rivers explains how the Catholic Church

was split along political lines (The Roman Empire with Rome at its head and The Byzantine

Empire with Constantinople as the capital). With so much landmass and so many people in the

Roman Empire, it was difficult to keep the operation running smoothly. Thus, two capitals were

initiated. It worked for a time politically and religiously. However, it became cumbersome to ask

Rome's opinion of all religious questions.A basic issue was that the western part of the empire
used Latin for communication while the eastern empire used Greek. In the west, the papal
authority eventually oversaw the emperors and kings of the areas. However, in the east, the

Church only dealt with religious issues, not politics. As Constantinople was a much-richer area,
they became less willing to be subordinate to Rome.But the cracks started to emerge when
Pope Nicholas I interfered with the establishment of a Patriarch of Constantinople (leader of the
Eastern Church) in the 820s (CE). It was called the Photian Schism and lasted for about 4 years.
In the Nicene Creed, the Roman Church recognized that the Holy Spirit comes from both God,
the Father, and Jesus, the Son. In the Eastern Church, they believed and believe that the Holy

Spirit comes from God, the Father. Period.Interestingly, over the years, the Eastern Church
looked to transition back to earlier forms of their religion, while the Western Church looked to

reform their practices (adding new ways of doing things). This made the two churches less able

to meet in the middle. But Humbert's ex-communication of the Eastern Church was the final

straw. This book makes the point that the schism was based on the intolerance of each other's
cultural values. They saw their own cultural values as 'the only true one." (location

828)Fortunately, this book addressed the issue of the Crusades and their effects on the Schism.

It only made things worse. The author also introduced the papacy of John the 23rd, as a man
trying to reduce the hostilities between the two largest sections of the Christian Church. I really
liked the summary the author wrote about hope for the future.”

Sujit Chacko, “A good book on East West schism. The topic of East West schism is so diverse
and information is so scattered that it becomes a little difficult to understand about the schism in

entirety. The author has done a good job by combining all the factors in one book and letting
readers know it clearly.”

The book by Charles River Editors has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 40 people have provided
feedback.
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